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Mrs. Branson packed 14 cans of soda in the picnic hamper. If the 

family has consumed 8 cans in all, how many cans of 

soda remain?

4)

Mr. Branson bought hot dogs from a food truck at the beach. They 

cost $11. How much change will Mr. Branson receive if he handed

over a twenty-dollar bill?

3)

The Sandy Hook Lighthouse has a total of 108 steps. If Ben has 

covered 74 steps already, how many more steps does he need

to climb to reach the top of the lighthouse?

5)

Bianca collects 57 seashells on the beach. As she walks back to 

her car, she drops 15 seashells. How many seashells is she 

left with?

2)

Subtraction - At the Beach
Sheet 1

1) The Bransons drove up to Gunnison Beach. The children, Ben, and 

Bianca built 12 sandcastles on the beach. A huge wave washes 

away 6 sandcastles. How many sand castles remain intact?

Soda

Soda
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Answer key

Mrs. Branson packed 14 cans of soda in the picnic hamper. If the 

family has consumed 8 cans in all, how many cans of 

soda remain?

4)

3)

The Sandy Hook Lighthouse has a total of 108 steps. If Ben has 

covered 74 steps already, how many more steps does he need

to climb to reach the top of the lighthouse?

5)

Bianca collects 57 seashells on the beach. As she walks back to 

her car, she drops 15 seashells. How many seashells is she 

left with?

2)

Subtraction - At the Beach Sheet 1

1)

6 cans of soda

$9

34 steps

42 seashells

6 sandcastles

Soda

Soda

Mr. Branson bought hot dogs from a food truck at the beach. They 

cost $11. How much change will Mr. Branson receive if he handed

over a twenty-dollar bill?

The Bransons drove up to Gunnison Beach. The children, Ben, and 

Bianca built 12 sandcastles on the beach. A huge wave washes 

away 6 sandcastles. How many sand castles remain intact?
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A banana split sundae at Kim’s Italian Ice costs $6. Leia added few 

toppings to the sundae and paid a total of $8 for her sundae. 

How much did Kim’s charge for the toppings?

4)

Bryan orders a takeout for 13 chocolate gelatos. While he waits for 

the takeout order to arrive, he cancels the order for 2 gelatos. 

How many gelatos will his takeout contain now?

3)

Sue buys 12 pieces of strawberry cheese cake from Kim’s Italian 

Ice. She distributed 6 slices among her family  members. How 

many slices of cheesecake remain?

5)

Erin bought 15 bowls of chocolate custard pudding from Kim’s 

Italian Ice for a pajama party. If ten of Erin’s friends including 

herself ate one bowl each, how many chocolate custard 

puddings remain?

2)

Subtraction - Kim’s Italian Ice
Sheet 2

1) Sue called Kim’s Italian Ice and placed an order for 2 vanilla 

milkshakes. On delivery, Sue paid $20 and received $11 as 

change. How much did the milkshakes cost?

OPEN

Kim’s

Kim’s
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Answer key

A banana split sundae at Kim’s Italian Ice costs $6. Leia added few 

toppings to the sundae and paid a total of $8 for her sundae. 

How much did Kim’s charge for the toppings?

4)

Bryan orders a takeout for 13 chocolate gelatos. While he waits for 

the takeout order to arrive, he cancels the order for 2 gelatos. 

How many gelatos will his takeout contain now?

3)

Sue buys 12 pieces of strawberry cheese cake from Kim’s Italian 

Ice. She distributed 6 slices among her family  members. How 

many slices of cheesecake remain?

5)

Erin bought 15 bowls of chocolate custard pudding from Kim’s 

Italian Ice for a pajama party. If ten of Erin’s friends including 

herself ate one bowl each, how many chocolate custard 

puddings remain?

2)

Subtraction - Kim’s Italian Ice Sheet 2

1)

$2

11 gelatos

6 slices

4 puddings

$9
Sue called Kim’s Italian Ice and placed an order for 2 vanilla 

milkshakes. On delivery, Sue paid $20 and received $11 as 

change. How much did the milkshakes cost?

OPEN

Kim’s

Kim’s
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Subtraction - Birthday Party Sheet 3

Mrs. Smith hangs a pinata !lled with 78 candies. If Tracy and her 

friends take a total of 58 candies from it, how many candies does 

the pinata contain now?

4)

Tracy and her friends play a party puzzle game for which they 

58 pieces of cardboard puzzles are required. If 13 pieces do not 

!t into the puzzle, how many pieces in all does the puzzle have?

3)

Tracy had invited 21 of her friends for her birthday party. Five of 

them were not able to make it. How many of Tracy’s friends 

came to the party?

5)

Tracy blows out the candles on her cake. Mrs. Smith cuts the cake 

into 42 slices and distributes them among the party guests. If  

8 slices remain, how many slices of cake in all did the guests 

consume?

2)

1) It’s Tracy Smith’s birthday. The front porch of her house is 

decorated with 48 pink and white balloons. If 9 balloons 

have burst, how many balloons remain?
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Answer key

Mrs. Smith hangs a pinata !lled with 78 candies. If Tracy and her 

friends take a total of 58 candies from it, how many candies does 

the pinata contain now?

4)

Tracy and her friends play a party puzzle game for which they 

58 pieces of cardboard puzzles are required. If 13 pieces do not 

!t into the puzzle, how many pieces in all does the puzzle have?

3)

Tracy had invited 21 of her friends for her birthday party. Five of 

them were not able to make it. How many of Tracy’s friends 

came to the party?

5)

Tracy blows out the candles on her cake. Mrs. Smith cuts the cake 

into 42 slices and distributes them among the party guests. If  

8 slices remain, how many slices of cake in all did the guests 

consume?

2)

Subtraction - Birthday Party Sheet 3

1)

20 candies

45

16 friends

34 slices of cake

39 balloons
It’s Tracy Smith’s birthday. The front porch of her house is 

decorated with 48 pink and white balloons. If 9 balloons 

have burst, how many balloons remain?


